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   � A firm’s basic  resource is the stream of cash 

flows produced by its assets. When the firm is financed 

entirely by common stock, all those cash flows belong 

to the stockholders. When it issues both debt and equity 

securities, it splits the cash flows into two streams, a 

relatively safe stream that goes to the debtholders and 

a riskier stream that goes to the stockholders. 

 The firm’s mix of debt and equity financing is called 

its capital structure. Of course capital structure is not 

just “debt versus equity.” There are many different 

flavors of debt, at least two flavors of equity (common 

versus preferred), plus hybrids such as convertible 

bonds. The firm can issue dozens of distinct securities in 

countless combinations. It attempts to find the particular 

combination that maximizes the overall market value of 

the firm. 

 Are such attempts worthwhile? We must consider the 

possibility that  no  combination has any greater appeal 

than any other. Perhaps the really important decisions 

concern the company’s assets, and decisions about 

capital structure are mere details—matters to be 

attended to but not worried about. 

 Modigliani and Miller (MM), who showed that payout 

policy doesn’t matter in perfect capital markets, also 

showed that financing decisions don’t matter in perfect 

markets. Their famous “proposition 1” states that a 

firm cannot change the total value of its securities just 

by splitting its cash flows into different streams: The 

firm’s value is determined by its real assets, not by the 

securities it issues. Thus capital structure is irrelevant 

as long as the firm’s investment decisions are taken 

as given. 

 MM’s proposition 1 allows complete separation of 

investment and financing decisions. It implies that any firm 

could use the capital budgeting procedures presented 

in Chapters 5 through 12 without worrying about where 

the money for capital expenditures comes from. In those 

chapters, we assumed all-equity financing without really 

thinking about it. If MM are right, that is exactly the right 

approach. If the firm uses a mix of debt and equity 

financing, its overall cost of capital will be exactly the 

same as its cost of equity with all-equity financing. 

 We believe that in practice capital structure does 

matter, but we nevertheless devote all of this chapter 

to MM’s argument. If you don’t fully understand the 

conditions under which MM’s theory holds, you won’t 

fully understand why one capital structure is better than 

another. The financial manager needs to know what 

kinds of market imperfection to look for. 

 For example, the firm may invent some new security 

that a particular clientele of investors is willing to buy at 

a premium price, thereby increasing the overall market 

value of the firm. (We argue, however, that such financial 

innovations are easily copied and that any gains in value 

will be confined to the first few issuers.) 

 In Chapter 18 we undertake a detailed analysis of the 

imperfections that are most likely to make a difference, 

including taxes, the costs of bankruptcy and financial 

distress, the costs of writing and enforcing complicated 

debt contracts, differences created by imperfect 

information, and the effects of debt on incentives 

for management. In Chapter 19 we show how such 

imperfections (especially taxes) affect the weighted-

average cost of capital and the value of the firm.  

 Does Debt Policy Matter? 
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  Financial managers try to find the combination of securities that has the greatest overall 
appeal to investors—the combination that maximizes the market value of the firm. Before 
tackling this problem, we should check whether a policy that maximizes the total value of 
the firm’s securities also maximizes the wealth of the shareholders. 

 Let  D  and  E  denote the market values of the outstanding debt and equity of the  Wapshot 
Mining Company. Wapshot’s 1,000 shares sell for $50 apiece. Thus

   E 5 1,000 3 50 5 $50,000 

Wapshot has also borrowed $25,000, and so  V,  the aggregate market value of all Wapshot’s 
outstanding securities, is

   V 5 D 1 E 5 $75,000  

 Wapshot’s stock is known as  levered equity.  Its stockholders face the benefits and costs of 
 financial leverage,  or  gearing.  Suppose that Wapshot “levers up” still further by borrowing 
an additional $10,000 and paying the proceeds out to shareholders as a special dividend 
of $10 per share. This substitutes debt for equity capital with no impact on Wapshot’s 
assets. 

 What will Wapshot’s equity be worth after the special dividend is paid? We have two 
unknowns,  E  and  V: 

Old debt $25,000
$35,000 � D

New debt $10,000

Equity ? � E

Firm value ? � V

If  V  is $75,000 as before, then  E  must be  V   �   D   �  75,000  �  35,000  �  $40,000. Stock-
holders have suffered a capital loss that exactly offsets the $10,000 special dividend. 
But if  V increases  to, say, $80,000 as a result of the change in capital structure, then 
 E   �  $45,000 and the stockholders are $5,000 ahead. In general, any increase or decrease 
in  V  caused by a shift in capital structure accrues to the firm’s stockholders. We con-
clude that a policy that maximizes the market value of the firm is also best for the firm’s 
stockholders. 

 This conclusion rests on two important assumptions: first, that Wapshot can ignore 
payout policy and, second, that after the change in capital structure the old and new debt 
are  worth  $35,000. 

 Payout policy may or may not be relevant, but there is no need to repeat the discussion 
of Chapter 16. We need only note that shifts in capital structure sometimes force impor-
tant decisions about payout policy. Perhaps Wapshot’s cash dividend has costs or benefits 
that should be considered in addition to any benefits achieved by its increased financial 
leverage. 

 Our second assumption that old and new debt ends up worth $35,000 seems innocuous. 
But it could be wrong. Perhaps the new borrowing has increased the risk of the old bonds. 
If the holders of old bonds cannot demand a higher rate of interest to compensate for the 
increased risk, the value of their investment is reduced. In this case Wapshot’s stockholders 
gain at the expense of the holders of old bonds even though the overall value of the firm 
is unchanged. 

 But this anticipates issues better left to Chapter 18. In this chapter we assume that any 
new issue of debt has no effect on the market value of existing debt.  

 17-1  The Effect of Financial Leverage in a Competitive Tax-free Economy
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   Enter Modigliani and Miller 
 Let us accept that the financial manager would like to find the combination of securities 
that maximizes the value of the firm. How is this done? MM’s answer is that the financial 
manager should stop worrying: In a perfect market any combination of securities is as good 
as another. The value of the firm is unaffected by its choice of capital structure.  1   

 You can see this by imagining two firms that generate the same stream of operating 
income and differ only in their capital structure. Firm U is unlevered. Therefore the total 
value of its equity  E  U  is the same as the total value of the firm  V  U . Firm, L, on the other 
hand, is levered. The value of its stock is, therefore, equal to the value of the firm less the 
value of the debt:  E  L   �   V  L   �   D  L . 

 Now think which of these firms you would prefer to invest in. If you don’t want to take 
much risk, you can buy common stock in the unlevered firm U. For example, if you buy 1% 
of firm U’s shares, your investment is .01 V  U  and you are entitled to 1% of the gross profits:

Dollar Investment Dollar Return

.01VU .01 � Profits

Now compare this with an alternative strategy. This is to purchase the same fraction of  both  
the debt and the equity of firm L. Your investment and return would then be as follows:

Dollar Investment Dollar Return

Debt  .01DL .01 � Interest

Equity  .01EL .01 � (Profits � interest)

Total  .01 (DL � EL) .01 � Profits

� .01VL

Both strategies offer the same payoff: 1% of the firm’s profits. The law of one price tells us 
that in well-functioning markets two investments that offer the same payoff must have the 
same price. Therefore, .01 V  U  must equal .01 V  L : the value of the unlevered firm must equal 
the value of the levered firm. 

Suppose that you are willing to run a little more risk. You decide to buy 1% of the out-
standing shares in the  levered  firm. Your investment and return are now as follows:

Dollar Investment Dollar Return

 .01EL .01 � (Profits � interest)

� .01(VL � DL)

 But there is an alternative strategy. This is to borrow .01 D  L  on your own account and pur-
chase 1% of the stock of the  unlevered  firm. In this case, your borrowing gives you an imme-
diate cash  inflow  of .01 D  L , but you have to pay interest on your loan equal to 1% of the 
interest that is paid by firm L. Your total investment and return are, therefore, as follows:

Dollar Investment Dollar Return

Borrowing �.01DL �.01 � Interest

Equity .01VU  .01 � Profits

Total .01(VU � DL)  .01 � (Profits � interest)

   1  F. Modigliani and M. H. Miller, “The Cost of Capital, Corporation Finance and the Theory of Investment,”  American Economic 

Review  48 (June 1958), pp. 261–297. MM’s basic argument was anticipated in 1938 by J. B. Williams and to some extent by David 

Durand. See J. B. Williams,  The Theory of Investment Value  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1938) and D. Durand, “Cost 

of Debt and Equity Funds for Business: Trends and Problems of Measurement,” Conference on Research in Business Finance  (New 

York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1952).  
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Again both strategies offer the same payoff: 1% of profits after interest. Therefore, both 
investments must have the same cost. The payoff .01( V  U   �   D  L ) must equal .01( V  L   �   D  L ) 
and  V  U  must equal  V  L . 

 It does not matter whether the world is full of risk-averse chickens or venturesome lions. 
All would agree that the value of the unlevered firm U must be equal to the value of the 
levered firm L. As long as investors can borrow or lend on their own account on the same 
terms as the firm, they can “undo” the effect of any changes in the firm’s capital structure. 
This is the basis for MM’s famous proposition 1: “The market value of any firm is indepen-
dent of its capital structure.”  

  The Law of Conservation of Value 
 MM’s argument that debt policy is irrelevant is an application of an astonishingly sim-
ple idea. If we have two streams of cash flow,  A  and  B,  then the present value of  A   �   B  
is equal to the present value of  A  plus the present value of  B.  We met this principle 
of  value additivity  in our discussion of capital budgeting, where we saw that the pres-
ent value of two assets combined is equal to the sum of their present values considered 
separately. 

 In the present context we are not combining assets but splitting them up. But value 
additivity works just as well in reverse. We can slice a cash flow into as many parts as 
we like; the values of the parts will always sum back to the value of the unsliced stream. 
(Of course, we have to make sure that none of the stream is lost in the slicing. We can-
not say, “The value of a pie is independent of how it is sliced,” if the slicer is also a 
nibbler.) 

 This is really a  law of conservation of value.  The value of an asset is preserved regardless 
of the nature of the claims against it. Thus proposition 1: Firm value is determined on the 
 left-hand  side of the balance sheet by real assets—not by the proportions of debt and equity 
securities issued to buy the assets. 

 The simplest ideas often have the widest application. For example, we could apply 
the law of conservation of value to the choice between issuing preferred stock, common 
stock, or some combination. The law implies that the choice is irrelevant, assuming per-
fect capital markets and providing that the choice does not affect the firm’s investment 
and operating policies. If the total value of the equity “pie” (preferred and common 
combined) is fixed, the firm’s owners (its common stockholders) do not care how this pie 
is sliced. 

 The law also applies to the  mix  of debt securities issued by the firm. The choices of 
long-term versus short-term, secured versus unsecured, senior versus subordinated, and 
convertible versus nonconvertible debt all should have no effect on the overall value of 
the firm. 

 Combining assets and splitting them up will not affect values as long as they do not 
affect an investor’s choice. When we showed that capital structure does not affect choice, 
we implicitly assumed that both companies and individuals can borrow and lend at the 
same risk-free rate of interest. As long as this is so, individuals can undo the effect of any 
changes in the firm’s capital structure. 

 In practice corporate debt is not risk-free and firms cannot escape with rates of inter-
est appropriate to a government security. Some people’s initial reaction is that this alone 
invalidates MM’s proposition. It is a natural mistake, but capital structure can be irrelevant 
even when debt is risky. 

 If a company borrows money, it does not  guarantee  repayment: It repays the debt in full 
only if its assets are worth more than the debt obligation. The shareholders in the company, 
therefore, have limited liability. 

 Many individuals would like to borrow with limited liability. They might, therefore, 
be prepared to pay a small premium for levered shares  if the supply of levered shares were 
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in sufficient to meet their needs.   2   But there are literally thousands of common stocks of compa-
nies that borrow. Therefore it is unlikely that an issue of debt would induce them to pay a 
premium for  your  shares.  3    

  An Example of Proposition 1 
 Macbeth Spot Removers is reviewing its capital structure.  Table 17.1  shows its current posi-
tion. The company has no leverage and all the operating income is paid as dividends to the 
common stockholders (we assume still that there are no taxes). The expected earnings and 
dividends per share are $1.50, but this figure is by no means certain—it could turn out to be 
more or less than $1.50. The price of each share is $10. Since the firm expects to produce 
a level stream of earnings in perpetuity, the expected return on the share is equal to the 
earnings–price ratio, 1.50/10.00  �  .15, or 15%. 

 Ms. Macbeth, the firm’s president, has come to the conclusion that shareholders would 
be better off if the company had equal proportions of debt and equity. She therefore pro-
poses to issue $5,000 of debt at an interest rate of 10% and use the proceeds to repurchase 
500 shares. To support her proposal, Ms. Macbeth has analyzed the situation under dif-
ferent assumptions about operating income. The results of her calculations are shown in 
 Table 17.2 . 

 To see more clearly how leverage would affect earnings per share, Ms. Macbeth has also 
produced  Figure 17.1 . The brown line shows how earnings per share would vary with oper-
ating income under the firm’s current all-equity financing. It is, therefore, simply a plot of 
the data in  Table 17.1 . The green line shows how earnings per share would vary given equal 
proportions of debt and equity. It is, therefore, a plot of the data in  Table 17.2 . 

 Ms. Macbeth reasons as follows: “It is clear that the effect of leverage depends on the 
company’s income. If income is greater than $1,000, the return to the equityholder is 
 increased  by leverage. If it is less than $1,000, the return is  reduced  by leverage. The return is 
unaffected when operating income is exactly $1,000. At this point the return on the market 
value of the assets is 10%, which is exactly equal to the interest rate on the debt. Our capital 
structure decision, therefore, boils down to what we think about income prospects. Since 
we expect operating income to be above the $1,000 break-even point, I believe we can best 
help our shareholders by going ahead with the $5,000 debt issue.” 

   2  Of course, individuals could  create  limited liability if they chose. In other words, the lender could agree that borrowers need repay 

their debt in full only if the assets of company X are worth more than a certain amount. Presumably individuals don’t enter into 

such arrangements because they can obtain limited liability more simply by investing in the stocks of levered companies.  

   3  Capital structure is also irrelevant if each investor holds a fully diversified portfolio. In that case he or she owns  all  the risky 

securities offered by a company (both debt and equity). But anybody who owns  all  the risky securities doesn’t care about how the 

cash flows are divided among different securities.  

 � TABLE 17.1   

Macbeth Spot Remov-

ers is entirely equity-

financed. Although 

it expects to have an 

income of $1,500 a year 

in perpetuity, this income 

is not certain. This table 

shows the return to the 

stockholder under differ-

ent assumptions about 

operating income. We 

assume no taxes. 

Data

Number of shares 1,000

Price per share $10

Market value of shares $10,000

Outcomes

Operating income ($) 500 1,000 1,500 2,000

Earnings per share ($) .50 1.00 1.50 2.00

Return on shares (%) 5 10 15 20

Expected 
outcome
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Data

Number of shares 500

Price per share $10

Market value of shares $5,000

Market value of debt $5,000

Interest at 10% $500

Outcomes

Operating income ($) 500 1,000 1,500 2,000

Interest ($) 500 500 500 500

Equity earnings ($) 0 500 1,000 1,500

Earnings per share ($) 0 1 2 3

Return on shares (%) 0 10 20 30

Expected 
outcome

 � TABLE 17.2  

 Macbeth Spot Removers 

is wondering whether 

to issue $5,000 of debt 

at an interest rate of 

10% and repurchase 

500 shares. This table 

shows the return to the 

shareholder under differ-

ent assumptions about 

operating income. 

3.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00
500 1000 1500 2000

Earnings per share
(EPS), dollars

Equal proportions

debt and equity

Expected EPS with

debt and equity

Expected

operating

income

Operating
income, dollars

Expected EPS

with all equity

All equity

  � FIGURE 17.1 

 Borrowing increases 

Macbeth’s EPS (earnings 

per share) when operat-

ing income is greater 

than $1,000 and reduces 

EPS when operating 

income is less than 

$1,000. Expected EPS 

rises from $1.50 to $2.  

 As financial manager of Macbeth Spot Removers, you reply as follows: “I agree that 
leverage will help the shareholder as long as our income is greater than $1,000. But your 
argument ignores the fact that Macbeth’s shareholders have the alternative of borrowing 
on their own account. For example, suppose that an investor borrows $10 and then invests 
$20 in two unlevered Macbeth shares. This person has to put up only $10 of his or her own 
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money. The payoff on the investment varies with Macbeth’s operating income, as shown 
in  Table 17.3 . This is exactly the same set of payoffs as the investor would get by buying 
one share in the levered company. [Compare the last two lines of  Tables 17.2  and  17.3 .] 
Therefore, a share in the levered company must also sell for $10. If Macbeth goes ahead 
and borrows, it will not allow investors to do anything that they could not do already, and 
so it will not increase value.” 

 The argument that you are using is exactly the same as the one MM used to prove 
proposition 1.   

  Consider now the implications of MM’s proposition 1 for the expected returns on Macbeth 
stock:

Current Structure: 
All Equity

Proposed Structure: 
Equal Debt and Equity

Expected earnings per share ($) 1.50 2.00

Price per share ($) 10 10

Expected return on share (%) 15 20

Leverage increases the expected stream of earnings per share but  not  the share price. The 
reason is that the change in the expected earnings stream is exactly offset by a change in 
the rate at which the earnings are discounted. The expected return on the share (which for 
a perpetuity is equal to the earnings–price ratio) increases from 15% to 20%. We now show 
how this comes about. 

 The expected return on Macbeth’s assets  r   A   is equal to the expected operating income 
divided by the total market value of the firm’s securities:

   Expected return on assets 5 rA 5
expected operating income

market value of all securities
 

We have seen that in perfect capital markets the company’s borrowing decision does 
not affect  either  the firm’s operating income  or  the total market value of its securities. 
Therefore the borrowing decision also does not affect the expected return on the firm’s 
assets  r   A  . 

 Suppose that an investor holds all of a company’s debt and all of its equity. This investor 
is entitled to all the firm’s operating income; therefore, the expected return on the portfolio 
is just  r   A  . 

 17-2 Financial Risk and Expected Returns

Operating Income ($)

500 1,000 1,500 2,000

Earnings on two shares ($) 1 2  3 4

Less interest at 10% ($) 1 1  1 1

Net earnings on investment ($) 0 1  2 3

Return on $10 investment (%) 0 10 20 30

Expected 
outcome

 � TABLE 17.3  

 Individual investors 

can replicate Macbeth’s 

leverage. 
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 The expected return on a portfolio is equal to a weighted average of the expected returns 
on the individual holdings. Therefore the expected return on a portfolio consisting of  all  
the firm’s securities is

    Expected return on assets 5 1proportion in debt 3 expected return on debt 2

  1 1proportion in equity 3 expected return on equity 2

 rA 5 a D

D 1 E
3 rDb 1 a E

D 1 E
3 rEb 

This formula is of course an old friend from Chapter 9. The overall expected return  r   A   is 
called the  company cost of capital  or the  weighted-average cost of capital  (WACC). 

 We can turn the formula around to solve for  r   E  , the expected return to equity for a 
levered firm:

    Expected return on equity 5 expected return on assets

 1 1expected return on assets 2 expected return on debt 2

  3 debt–equity ratio

 rE 5 rA 1 1 rA 2 rD 2
D

E
   

   Proposition 2 
 This is MM’s proposition 2: The expected rate of return on the common stock of a levered 
firm increases in proportion to the debt–equity ratio ( D/E ), expressed in market values; the 
rate of increase depends on the spread between  r   A  , the expected rate of return on a portfolio 
of all the firm’s securities, and  r   D  , the expected return on the debt. Note that  r   E    �   r   A   if the 
firm has no debt. 

 We can check out this formula for Macbeth Spot Removers. Before the decision to 
borrow

    rE 5 rA 5
expected operating income

market value of all securities

 5
1,500

10,000
5 .15, or 15% 

If the firm goes ahead with its plan to borrow, the expected return on assets  r   A   is still 15%. 
The expected return on equity is

    rE 5 rA 1 1 rA 2 rD 2
D

E

 5 .15 1 1 .15 2 .10 2
5,000

5,000
5 .20, or 20% 

When the firm was unlevered, equity investors demanded a return of  r   A  . When the firm is 
levered, they require a premium of ( r   A    �   r   D  ) D / E  to compensate for the extra risk. 

 MM’s proposition 1 says that financial leverage has no effect on shareholders’ wealth. 
Proposition 2 says that the rate of return they can expect to receive on their shares increases 
as the firm’s debt–equity ratio increases. How can shareholders be indifferent to increased 
leverage when it increases expected return? The answer is that any increase in expected 
return is exactly offset by an increase in risk and therefore in shareholders’  required  rate of 
return. 

 Look at what happens to the risk of Macbeth shares if it moves to equal debt–equity 
proportions.  Table 17.4  shows how a shortfall in operating income affects the payoff to the 
shareholders. 
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 The debt–equity proportion does not affect the  dollar  risk borne by equityholders. Sup-
pose operating income drops from $1,500 to $500. Under all-equity financing, equity earn-
ings drop by $1 per share. There are 1,000 outstanding shares, and so  total  equity earnings 
fall by $1  �  1,000  �  $1,000. With 50% debt, the same drop in operating income reduces 
earnings per share by $2. But there are only 500 shares outstanding, and so total equity 
income drops by $2  �  500  �  $1,000, just as in the all-equity case. 

 However, the debt–equity choice does amplify the spread of  percentage  returns. If the 
firm is all-equity-financed, a decline of $1,000 in the operating income reduces the return 
on the shares by 10%. If the firm issues risk-free debt with a fixed interest payment of $500 
a year, then a decline of $1,000 in the operating income reduces the return on the shares by 
20%. In other words, the effect of the proposed leverage is to double the amplitude of the 
swings in Macbeth’s shares. Whatever the beta of the firm’s shares before the refinancing, 
it would be twice as high afterward. 

 Now you can see why investors require higher returns on levered equity. The required 
return simply rises to match the increased risk. 

If operating income falls from $1,500 to $500 Change

No debt: Earnings per share $1.50 $.50 �$1.00

Return 15% 5% �10%

50% debt: Earnings per share $2.00 0 �$2.00

Return 20% 0 �20%

 � TABLE 17.4   Financial leverage increases the risk of Macbeth shares. A $1,000 drop 

in operating income reduces earnings per share by $1 with all-equity financing, but by $2 with 

50% debt. 

  EXAMPLE 17.1  ●  Leverage and the Cost of Equity 

 Let us revisit a numerical example from Chapter 9. We looked at a company with the 
fo llowing market-value balance sheet:

 

Asset value 100 Debt (D) 30 at rD � 7.5%

Equity (E) 70 at rE � 15%

Asset value 100 Firm value (V) 100

and an overall cost of capital of:

    rA 5 rD 

D

V
1 rE 

E

V

5 a7.5 3
30

100
b 1 a15 3

70

100
b 5 12.75%

 

If the firm is contemplating investment in a project that has the same risk as the firm’s exist-
ing business, the opportunity cost of capital for this project is the same as the firm’s cost of 
capital; in other words, it is 12.75%. 

 What would happen if the firm issued an additional 10 of debt and used the cash to 
repurchase 10 of its equity? The revised market-value balance sheet is
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Asset value 100 Debt (D) 40

Equity (E) 60

Asset value 100 Firm value (V) 100

The change in financial structure does not affect the amount or risk of the cash flows on 
the total package of debt and equity. Therefore, if investors required a return of 12.75% on 
the total package before the refinancing, they must require a 12.75% return on the firm’s 
assets afterward. 

 Although the required return on the  package  of debt and equity is unaffected, the 
change in financial structure does affect the required return on the individual securities. 
Since the company has more debt than before, the debtholders are likely to demand a 
higher interest rate. Suppose that the expected return on the debt rises to 7.875%. Now you 
can write down the basic equation for the return on assets

   rA 5 rD 

D

V
1 rE 

E

V

 5 a7.875 3
40

100
b 1 arE 3

60

100
b 5 12.75% 

and solve for the return on equity  r   E    �  16.0%. 
 Increasing the amount of debt increased debtholder risk and led to a rise in the 

return that debtholders required ( r  debt  rose from 7.5 to 7.875%). The higher leverage 
also made the equity riskier and increased the return that shareholders required ( r   E   
rose from 15% to 16%). The weighted-average return on debt and equity remained at 
12.75%:

    rA 5 1 rD 3 .4 2 1 1 rE 3 .6 2

 5 17.875 3 .4 2 1 116 3 6 2 5 12.75% 

Suppose that the company decided instead to repay all its debt and to replace it with equity. 
In that case all the cash flows would go to the equityholders. The company cost of capital, 
 r   A  , would stay at 12.75%, and  r   E   would also be 12.75%.   

  How Changing Capital Structure Affects Beta 
 We have looked at how changes in financial structure affect expected return. Let us now 
look at the effect on beta. 

 The stockholders and debtholders both receive a share of the firm’s cash flows, and both 
bear part of the risk. For example, if the firm’s assets turn out to be worthless, there will be 
no cash to pay stockholders or debtholders. But debtholders usually bear much less risk 
than stockholders. Debt betas of large firms are typically in the range of .1 to .3. 

 If you owned a portfolio of all the firm’s securities, you wouldn’t share the cash flows 
with anyone. You wouldn’t share the risks with anyone either; you would bear them all. 
Thus the firm’s asset beta is equal to the beta of a portfolio of all the firm’s debt and its 
equity. 

 The beta of this hypothetical portfolio is just a weighted average of the debt and equity 
betas:

   � A 5 � portfolio 5 � D 

D

V
1 � E 

E

V
 

● ● ● ● ●
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Think back to our example. If the debt before the refinancing has a beta of .1 and the equity 
has a beta of 1.1, then

   � A 5 a.1 3
30

100
b 1 a1.1 3

70

100
b 5 .8 

What happens after the refinancing? The risk of the total package is unaffected, but both 
the debt and the equity are now more risky. Suppose that the debt beta increases to .2. We 
can work out the new equity beta:

   � A 5 �portfolio 5 � D 

D

V
1 � E 

E

V

 .8 5 a.2 3
40

100
b 1 a� E 3

60

100
b

� E 5 1.2 

Our example shows how borrowing creates financial leverage or gearing. Financial leverage 
does not affect the risk or the expected return on the firm’s assets, but it does push up the 
risk of the common stock. Shareholders demand a correspondingly higher return because 
of this  financial risk.  

 Now you can see how to  unlever  betas, that is, how to go from an observed  �   E   to  �   A  . You 
have the equity beta, say, 1.2. You also need the debt beta, say, .2, and the relative market 
values of debt ( D/V ) and equity ( E/V ). If debt accounts for 40% of overall value  V,  then 
the unlevered beta is

   � A 5 a.2 3
40

100
b 1 a1.2 3

60

100
b 5 .8 

This runs the previous example in reverse. Just remember the basic relationship:

   �A 5 �portfolio 5 �DaD

V
b 1 �EaE

V
b  

 MM’s propositions warn us that higher leverage increases both expected equity returns 
and equity risk. It does  not  increase shareholder value. Having worked through the example 
of Macbeth, this much should now seem obvious. But watch out for hidden changes in 
leverage, such as a decision to lease new equipment or to underfund the pension scheme. 
Do not interpret any resultant increase in the expected equity return as creating additional 
shareholder value.   

  What did financial experts think about debt policy before MM? It is not easy to say because 
with hindsight we see that they did not think too clearly.  4   However, a “traditional” position 
emerged in response to MM. To understand it, we have to return to the weighted-average 
cost of capital. 

  Figure 17.2  sums up the implications of MM’s propositions for the costs of debt and 
equity and the weighted-average cost of capital. The figure assumes that the firm’s bonds 
are essentially risk-free at low debt levels. Thus  r   D   is independent of  D/E,  and  r   E   increases 
linearly as  D/E  increases. As the firm borrows more, the risk of default increases and the 
firm is required to pay higher rates of interest. Proposition 2 predicts that when this occurs 

   4  Financial economists in 20 years may remark on Brealey, Myers, and Allen’s blind spots and clumsy reasoning. On the other 

hand, they may not remember us at all.  

 17-3 The Weighted-Average Cost of Capital
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the rate of increase in  r   E   slows down. This is also shown in  Figure 17.2 . The more debt the 
firm has, the less sensitive  r   E   is to further borrowing. 

 Why does the slope of the  r   E   line in  Figure 17.2  taper off as  D/E  increases? Essentially 
because holders of risky debt bear some of the firm’s business risk. As the firm borrows 
more, more of that risk is transferred from stockholders to bondholders.  

   Two Warnings 
 Sometimes the objective in financing decisions is stated not as “maximize overall market 
value” but as “minimize the weighted-average cost of capital.” If MM’s proposition 1 holds, 
then these are equivalent objectives. If MM’s proposition 1 does  not  hold, then the capital 
structure that maximizes the value of the firm also minimizes the weighted-average cost of 
capital,  provided  that operating income is independent of capital structure. Remember that 
the weighted-average cost of capital is the expected rate of return on the market value of all 
of the firm’s securities. Anything that increases the value of the firm reduces the weighted-
average cost of capital if operating income is constant. But if operating income is varying 
too, all bets are off. 

 In Chapter 18 we show that financial leverage can affect operating income in several 
ways. Therefore maximizing the value of the firm is  not  always equivalent to minimizing 
the weighted-average cost of capital. 

  Warning 1   Shareholders want management to increase the firm’s value. They are more 
interested in being rich than in owning a firm with a low weighted-average cost of capital.  

  Warning 2   Trying to minimize the weighted-average cost of capital seems to encour-
age logical short circuits like the following. Suppose that someone says, “Shareholders 
demand—and deserve—higher expected rates of return than bondholders do. Therefore 
debt is the cheaper capital source. We can reduce the weighted-average cost of capital 
by borrowing more.” But this doesn’t follow if the extra borrowing leads stockholders to 
demand a still higher expected rate of return. According to MM’s proposition 2 the cost 
of equity capital  r   E   increases by just enough to keep the weighted-average cost of capital 
constant. 

Risk-free debt Risky debt debt

equity

D

E

Rates of return

rE = Expected return on equity

rA = Expected return on assets

rD = Expected return on debt

=

  � FIGURE 17.2 
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slow down.  
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 This is not the only logical short circuit you are likely to encounter. We have cited two 
more in Problem 15 at the end of this chapter.   

  Rates of Return on Levered Equity—The Traditional Position 
 You may ask why we have even mentioned the aim of minimizing the weighted-average 
cost of capital if it is often wrong or confusing. We had to because the traditionalists accept 
this objective and argue their case in terms of it. 

 The logical short circuit we just described rested on the assumption that  r   E  , the expected 
rate of return demanded by stockholders, does not rise, or rises very slowly, as the firm bor-
rows more. Suppose, just for the sake of argument, that this is true. Then  r   A  , the weighted-
average cost of capital, must decline as the debt–equity ratio rises. 

 The traditionalists’ position is shown in  Figure 17.3 . They say that a moderate degree of 
financial leverage may increase the expected equity return  r   E  , but not as much as predicted 
by MM’s proposition 2. But irresponsible firms that borrow  excessively  find  r   E   shooting up 
 faster  than MM predict. Therefore the weighted-average cost of capital declines at first, then 
rises. It reaches a minimum at some intermediate debt ratio. Remember that minimizing 
the weighted-average cost of capital is equivalent to maximizing firm value if operating 
income is not affected by borrowing. 

 Two arguments could be advanced in support of this position. First, perhaps investors 
do not notice or appreciate the financial risk created by moderate borrowing, although they 
wake up when debt is “excessive.” If so, stockholders in moderately leveraged firms may 
accept a lower rate of return than they really should. 

 That seems naive.  5   The second argument is better. It accepts MM’s reasoning as 
applied to perfect capital markets but holds that actual markets are imperfect. Because 

   5  This first argument may reflect a confusion between financial risk and the risk of default. Default is not a serious threat when 

borrowing is moderate; stockholders worry about it only when the firm goes “too far.” But stockholders bear financial risk—in the 

form of increased volatility of rates of return and a higher beta—even when the chance of default is nil.  
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of these imperfections, firms that borrow may provide a valuable service for investors. 
If so, levered shares might trade at premium prices compared to their theoretical values 
in perfect markets. 

 Suppose that corporations can borrow more cheaply than individuals. Then it would 
pay investors who want to borrow to do so indirectly by holding the stock of levered firms. 
They would be willing to live with expected rates of return that do not fully compensate 
them for the business and financial risk they bear. 

 Is corporate borrowing really cheaper? It’s hard to say. Interest rates on home mortgages 
are not too different from rates on high-grade corporate bonds.  6   Rates on margin debt 
(borrowing from a stockbroker with the investor’s shares tendered as security) are not too 
different from the rates firms pay banks for short-term loans. 

 There are some individuals who face relatively high interest rates, largely because of the 
costs lenders incur in making and servicing small loans. There are economies of scale in 
borrowing. A group of small investors could do better by borrowing via a corporation, in 
effect pooling their loans and saving transaction costs.  7   

 Suppose that this class of investors is large, both in number and in the aggregate wealth 
it brings to capital markets. That creates a clientele for whom corporate borrowing is better 
than personal borrowing. That clientele would, in principle, be willing to pay a premium 
for the shares of a levered firm. 

 But maybe it doesn’t  have  to pay a premium. Perhaps smart financial managers long ago 
recognized this clientele and shifted the capital structures of their firms to meet its needs. 
The shifts would not have been difficult or costly. But if the clientele is now satisfied, it no 
longer needs to pay a premium for levered shares. Only the financial managers who  first  
recognized the clientele extracted any advantage from it. 

 Maybe the market for corporate leverage is like the market for automobiles. Americans 
need millions of automobiles and are willing to pay thousands of dollars apiece for them. 
But that doesn’t mean that you could strike it rich by going into the automobile business. 
You’re at least 80 years too late.  

  Today’s Unsatisfied Clienteles Are Probably 
Interested in Exotic Securities 
 So far we have made little progress in identifying cases where firm value might plausibly 
depend on financing. But our examples illustrate what smart financial managers look for. 
They look for an  unsatisfied  clientele, investors who want a particular kind of financial 
instrument but because of market imperfections can’t get it or can’t get it cheaply. 

 MM’s proposition 1 is violated when the firm, by imaginative design of its capital struc-
ture, can offer some  financial service  that meets the needs of such a clientele. Either the 
service must be new and unique or the firm must find a way to provide some old service 
more cheaply than other firms or financial intermediaries can. 

 Now, is there an unsatisfied clientele for garden-variety debt or levered equity? We 
doubt it. But perhaps you can invent an exotic security and uncover a latent demand 
for it. 

 In the next several chapters we will encounter a number of new securities that have been 
invented by companies and advisers. These securities take the company’s basic cash flows 

   6  One of the authors once obtained a home mortgage at a rate 1/2 percentage point  less  than the contemporaneous yield on long-

term AAA bonds.  

   7  Even here there are alternatives to borrowing on personal account. Investors can draw down their savings accounts or sell a por-

tion of their investment in bonds. The impact of reductions in lending on the investor’s balance sheet and risk position is exactly 

the same as increases in borrowing.  
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and repackage them in ways that are thought to be more attractive to investors. However, 
while inventing these new securities is easy, it is more difficult to find investors who will 
rush to buy them.  

  Imperfections and Opportunities 
 The most serious capital market imperfections are often those created by government. An 
imperfection that supports a violation of MM’s proposition 1  also  creates a money-making 
opportunity. Firms and intermediaries will find some way to reach the clientele of investors 
frustrated by the imperfection. 

 For many years the U.S. government imposed a limit on the rate of interest that 
could be paid on savings accounts. It did so to protect savings institutions by limiting 
competition for their depositors’ money. The fear was that depositors would run off in 
search of higher yields, causing a cash drain that savings institutions would not be able 
to meet. 

 These regulations created an opportunity for firms and financial institutions to design 
new savings schemes that were not subject to the interest-rate ceilings. One invention was 
the  floating-rate note,  first issued in 1974 by Citicorp, and with terms designed to appeal to 
individual investors. Floating-rate notes are medium-term debt securities whose interest 
payments “float” with short-term interest rates. On the Citicorp issue, for example, the cou-
pon rate used to calculate each semiannual interest payment was set at 1 percentage point 
above the contemporaneous yield on Treasury bills. The holder of the Citicorp note was 
therefore protected against fluctuating interest rates, because Citicorp sent a larger check 
when interest rates rose (and, of course, a smaller check when rates fell). 

 Citicorp evidently found an untapped clientele of investors, for it was able to raise 
$650 million in the first offering. The success of the issue suggests that Citicorp was able 
to add value by changing its capital structure. However, other companies were quick to 
jump on Citicorp’s bandwagon, and within five months an additional $650 million of 
floating-rate notes were issued by other companies. By the mid-1980s about $43 billion 
of floating-rate securities were outstanding, and now floating-rate debt securities seem 
ubiquitous. 

 Interest-rate regulation also provided financial institutions with an opportunity to create 
value by offering money-market funds. These are mutual funds invested in Treasury bills, 
commercial paper, and other high-grade, short-term debt instruments. Any saver with a few 
thousand dollars to invest can gain access to these instruments through a money-market fund 
and can withdraw money at any time by writing a check against his or her fund balance. Thus 
the fund resembles a checking or savings account that pays close to market interest rates. 
These money-market funds have become enormously popular. By 2009 their assets had risen 
to $3.7 trillion.  8   

 Long before interest-rate ceilings were finally removed, most of the gains had gone out 
of issuing the new securities to individual investors. Once the clientele was finally satisfied, 
MM’s proposition 1 was restored (until the government creates a new imperfection). The 
moral of the story is this: If you ever find an unsatisfied clientele, do something right away, 
or capital markets will evolve and steal it from you. 

 This is actually an encouraging message for the economy as a whole. If MM are right, 
investors’ demands for different types of securities are satisfied at minimal cost. The cost 

   8  Money-market funds are not totally safe. In 2008 the Reserve Primary Fund incurred heavy losses on its holdings of Lehman 

Brothers debt and became only the second money-market fund in history to “break the buck” by paying investors 97 cents in the 

dollar. 
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of capital will reflect only business risk. Capital will flow to companies with positive-
NPV investments, regardless of the companies’ capital structures. This is the efficient 
outcome.   

  MM left us a simple message. When the firm changes its mix of debt and equity securities, 
the risk and expected returns of these securities change, but the company’s overall cost of 
capital does not change. 

 Now if you think that message is too neat and simple, you’re right. The complications 
are spelled out in the next two chapters. But we must note one complication here: Interest 
paid on a firm’s borrowing can be deducted from taxable income. Thus the  after-tax  cost 
of debt is  r   D  (1  �   T   c  ), where  T   c   is the marginal corporate tax rate. So, when companies dis-
count an average-risk project, they do not use the company cost of capital as we have just 
computed it. Instead they use the after-tax cost of debt to compute the after-tax weighted-
average cost of capital or WACC:

   After-tax WACC 5 rD 11 2 Tc 2
D

V
1 rE 

E

V
 

We briefly introduced this formula in Chapter 9, where we used it to estimate the weighted-
average cost of capital for Union Pacific. In 2009 Union Pacific’s long-term borrowing rate 
was  r   D    �  7.8%, and its estimated cost of equity was  r   E    �  9.9%. With a 35% corporate tax 
rate, the after-tax cost of debt was  r   D  (1  �   T   c  )  �  7.8(1  �  .35)  �  5.1%. The ratio of debt to 
overall company value was  D / V   �  31.5%. Therefore

   After-tax WACC 5 rD 11 2 Tc 2
D

V
1 rE 

E

V

 5 11 2 .35 2 3 7.8 3 .315 1 9.9 3 .685 5 8.4% 

MM’s proposition 2 states that  in the absence of taxes  the company cost of capital stays the 
same regardless of the amount of leverage. But, if companies receive a tax shield on their 
interest payments, then the after-tax WACC declines as debt increases. This is illustrated 
in  Figure 17.4 , which shows how Union Pacific’s WACC changes as the debt–equity ratio 
changes.  

 17-4 A Final Word on the After-Tax Weighted-Average Cost of Capital
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 Think of the financial manager as taking all of the firm’s real assets and selling them to investors 
as a package of securities. Some financial managers choose the simplest package possible: all-
equity financing. Some end up issuing dozens of debt and equity securities. The problem is to 
find the particular combination that maximizes the market value of the firm. 

 Modigliani and Miller’s (MM’s) famous proposition 1 states that no combination is better 
than any other—that the firm’s overall market value (the value of all its securities) is independent 
of capital structure. Firms that borrow do offer investors a more complex menu of securities, but 
investors yawn in response. The menu is redundant. Any shift in capital structure can be dupli-
cated or “undone” by investors. Why should they pay extra for borrowing indirectly (by holding 
shares in a levered firm) when they can borrow just as easily and cheaply on their own accounts? 

 MM agree that borrowing raises the expected rate of return on shareholders’ investments. But 
it also increases the risk of the firm’s shares. MM show that the higher risk exactly offsets the 
increase in expected return, leaving stockholders no better or worse off. 

 Proposition 1 is an extremely general result. It applies not just to the debt–equity trade-
off but to  any  choice of financing instruments. For example, MM would say that the choice 
between long-term and short-term debt has no effect on firm value. 

 The formal proofs of proposition 1 all depend on the assumption of perfect capital markets. 
MM’s opponents, the “traditionalists,” argue that market imperfections make personal borrow-
ing excessively costly, risky, and inconvenient for some investors. This creates a natural clientele 
willing to pay a premium for shares of levered firms. The traditionalists say that firms should 
borrow to realize the premium. 

 But this argument is incomplete. There may be a clientele for levered equity, but that is not 
enough; the clientele has to be  unsatisfied.  There are already thousands of levered firms avail-
able for investment. Is there still an unsatiated clientele for garden-variety debt and equity? We 
doubt it. 

 Proposition 1 is violated when financial managers find an untapped demand and satisfy it by 
issuing something new and different. The argument between MM and the traditionalists finally 
boils down to whether this is difficult or easy. We lean toward MM’s view: Finding unsatisfied 
clienteles and designing exotic securities to meet their needs is a game that’s fun to play but 
hard to win. 

 If MM are right, the overall cost of capital—the expected rate of return on a portfolio of all 
the firm’s outstanding securities—is the same regardless of the mix of securities issued to finance 
the firm. The overall cost of capital is usually called the company cost of capital or the weighted-
average cost of capital (WACC). MM say that WACC doesn’t depend on capital structure. But 
MM assume away lots of complications. The first complication is taxes. When we recognize 
that debt interest is tax-deductible, and compute WACC with the after-tax interest rate, WACC 
declines as the debt ratio increases. There is more—lots more—on taxes and other complications 
in the next two chapters. 

SUMMARY

● ● ● ● ●

● ● ● ● ●

  The fall 1988 issue of the  Journal of Economic Perspectives  contains a collection of articles, including 
one by Modigliani and Miller, which review and assess the MM propositions. The summer 1989 issue of  
Financial Management  contains three more articles under the heading “Reflections on the MM Proposi-
tions 30 Years Later.”  

 Two  surveys of financial innovation include:  

 K. A. Karow, G. R. Erwin, and J. J. McConnell, “Survey of U.S. Corporate Financing Innova-
tions: 1970–1997,”  Journal of Applied Corporate Finance  12 (Spring 1999), pp. 55–69. 

 P. Tufano, “Financial Innovation,” in G. M. Constantinides, M. Harris, and R. Stulz (eds.), 
 Handbook of the Economics of Finance,  Vol 1A (Amsterdam: Elsevier/North-Holland, 2003). 

FURTHER 

READING
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Select problems are available in McGraw-Hill  Connect. 
Please see the preface for more information.

 BASIC 

     1.  Ms. Kraft owns 50,000 shares of the common stock of Copperhead Corporation with a 
market value of $2 per share, or $100,000 overall. The company is currently financed as 
follows:

Book Value

Common stock (8 million shares) $2 million

Short-term loans $2 million

  Copperhead now announces that it is replacing $1 million of short-term debt with an 
issue of common stock. What action can Ms. Kraft take to ensure that she is entitled to 
exactly the same proportion of profits as before?  

    2.  Spam Corp. is financed entirely by common stock and has a beta of 1.0. The firm is 
expected to generate a level, perpetual stream of earnings and dividends. The stock has 
a price–earnings ratio of 8 and a cost of equity of 12.5%. The company’s stock is selling 
for $50. Now the firm decides to repurchase half of its shares and substitute an equal 
value of debt. The debt is risk-free, with a 5% interest rate. The company is exempt from 
corporate income taxes. Assuming MM are correct, calculate the following items after the 
refinancing:

     a.  The cost of equity.  

    b.  The overall cost of capital (WACC).  

    c.  The price–earnings ratio.  

    d.  The stock price.  

    e.  The stock’s beta.     

    3.  The common stock and debt of Northern Sludge are valued at $50 million and $30  million, 
respectively. Investors currently require a 16% return on the common stock and an 8% 
return on the debt. If Northern Sludge issues an additional $10 million of common stock 
and uses this money to retire debt, what happens to the expected return on the stock? 
Assume that the change in capital structure does not affect the risk of the debt and that 
there are no taxes.  

    4.  Suppose that Macbeth Spot Removers issues only $2,500 of debt and uses the proceeds to 
repurchase 250 shares. 

     a.  Rework  Table 17.2  to show how earnings per share and share return now vary with 
operating income.  

    b.  If the beta of Macbeth’s assets is .8 and its debt is risk-free, what would be the beta of 
the equity after the debt issue?    

PROBLEM SETS

  Miller reviews the MM propositions in:  

 M. H. Miller, “The Modigliani-Miller Propositions after Thirty Years,”  Journal of Applied 
Corporate Finance  2 (Spring 1989), pp. 6–18. 

  For a skeptic’s view of MM’s arguments see:  

 S. Titman, “The Modigliani-Miller Theorem and the Integration of Financial Markets,” 
 Financial Management  31 (Spring 2002), pp. 101–115. 

● ● ● ● ●
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    5.  True or false?

     a.  MM’s propositions assume perfect financial markets, with no distorting taxes or other 
imperfections.  

    b.  MM’s proposition 1 says that corporate borrowing increases earnings per share but 
reduces the price–earnings ratio.  

    c.  MM’s proposition 2 says that the cost of equity increases with borrowing and that the 
increase is proportional to  D/V,  the ratio of debt to firm value.  

    d.  MM’s proposition 2 assumes that increased borrowing does not affect the interest rate 
on the firm’s debt.  

    e.  Borrowing does not increase financial risk and the cost of equity if there is no risk of 
bankruptcy.  

    f.  Borrowing increases firm value if there is a clientele of investors with a reason to prefer debt.     

    6.  Look back to  Section 17.1 . Suppose that Ms. Macbeth’s investment bankers have informed 
her that since the new issue of debt is risky, debtholders will demand a return of 12.5%, 
which is 2.5% above the risk-free interest rate. 

     a.  What are  r   A   and  r   E  ?  

    b.  Suppose that the beta of the unlevered stock was .6. What will  �   A  ,  �   E  , and  �   D   be after 
the change to the capital structure?    

    7.  Note the two blank graphs in  Figure 17.5  below. On graph ( a ), assume MM are right, 
and plot the relationship between financial leverage (debt-equity ratio) and (i) the rates of 
return on debt and equity and (ii) the weighted-average cost of capital. Then fill in graph 
( b ), assuming the traditionalists are right. 

     8.  Gaucho Services starts life with all-equity financing and a cost of equity of 14%. Suppose 
it refinances to the following market-value capital structure:

Debt (D) 45% at rD � 9.5%

Equity (E) 55%

  Use MM’s proposition 2 to calculate the new cost of equity. Gaucho pays taxes at a mar-
ginal rate of  T   c    �  40%. Calculate Gaucho’s after-tax weighted-average cost of capital.   

  INTERMEDIATE 

     9.  Companies A and B differ only in their capital structure. A is financed 30% debt and 70% 
equity; B is financed 10% debt and 90% equity. The debt of both companies is risk-free. 

     a.  Rosencrantz owns 1% of the common stock of A. What other investment package 
would produce identical cash flows for Rosencrantz?  

    b.  Guildenstern owns 2% of the common stock of B. What other investment package 
would produce identical cash flows for Guildenstern?  

Rates of return

Leverage
(a)

Rates of return

Leverage
(b)

  � FIGURE 17.5 

 See Problem 7.  
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    c.  Show that neither Rosencrantz nor Guildenstern would invest in the common stock of 
B if the  total  value of company A were less than that of B.    

    10.  Here is a limerick:

   There once was a man named Carruthers,  

  Who kept cows with miraculous udders.  

  He said, “Isn’t this neat?  

  They give cream from one teat,  

  And skim milk from each of the others!”   

  What is the analogy between Mr. Carruthers’s cows and firms’ financing decisions? What 
would MM’s proposition 1, suitably adapted, say about the value of Mr. Carruthers’s cows? 
Explain.  

    11.  Executive Chalk is financed solely by common stock and has outstanding 25 million shares 
with a market price of $10 a share. It now announces that it intends to issue $160 million 
of debt and to use the proceeds to buy back common stock. 

     a.  How is the market price of the stock affected by the announcement?  

    b.  How many shares can the company buy back with the $160 million of new debt that it 
issues?  

    c.  What is the market value of the firm (equity plus debt) after the change in capital 
structure?  

    d.  What is the debt ratio after the change in structure?  

    e.  Who (if anyone) gains or loses? 

   Now try the next question.    

    12.  Executive Cheese has issued debt with a market value of $100 million and has outstand-
ing 15 million shares with a market price of $10 a share. It now announces that it intends 
to issue a further $60 million of debt and to use the proceeds to buy back common 
stock. Debtholders, seeing the extra risk, mark the value of the existing debt down to 
$70 million. 

     a.  How is the market price of the stock affected by the announcement?  

    b.  How many shares can the company buy back with the $60 million of new debt that it 
issues?  

    c.  What is the market value of the firm (equity plus debt) after the change in capital 
structure?  

    d.  What is the debt ratio after the change in structure?  

    e.  Who (if anyone) gains or loses?    

    13.  Hubbard’s Pet Foods is financed 80% by common stock and 20% by bonds. The expected 
return on the common stock is 12% and the rate of interest on the bonds is 6%. Assum-
ing that the bonds are default-risk free, draw a graph that shows the expected return of 
 Hubbard’s common stock ( r   E  ) and the expected return on the package of common stock 
and bonds ( r   A  ) for different debt–equity ratios.  

    14.  “MM totally ignore the fact that as you borrow more, you have to pay higher rates of inter-
est.” Explain carefully whether this is a valid objection.  

    15.  Indicate what’s wrong with the following arguments:

     a.  “As the firm borrows more and debt becomes risky, both stockholders and bondholders 
demand higher rates of return. Thus by  reducing  the debt ratio we can reduce  both  the 
cost of debt and the cost of equity, making everybody better off.”  

    b.  “Moderate borrowing doesn’t significantly affect the probability of financial distress 
or bankruptcy. Consequently moderate borrowing won’t increase the expected rate of 
return demanded by stockholders.”     
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    16.  Each of the following statements is false or at least misleading. Explain why in each case. 

     a.  “A capital investment opportunity offering a 10% DCF rate of return is an attractive 
project if it can be 100% debt-financed at an 8% interest rate.”  

    b.  “The more debt the firm issues, the higher the interest rate it must pay. That is one 
important reason why firms should operate at conservative debt levels.”    

    17.  Can you invent any new kinds of debt that might be attractive to investors? Why do you 
think they have not been issued?  

    18.  Imagine a firm that is expected to produce a level stream of operating profits. As leverage 
is increased, what happens to:

     a.  The ratio of the market value of the equity to income after interest?  

    b.  The ratio of the market value of the  firm  to income before interest if (i) MM are right 
and (ii) the traditionalists are right?     

    19.  Archimedes Levers is financed by a mixture of debt and equity. You have the following 
information about its cost of capital:

rE �  rD � 12% rA �  

�E � 1.5 �D �  �A �  

rf � 10% rm � 18% D/V � .5

  Can you fill in the blanks?  

    20.  Look back to Problem 19. Suppose now that Archimedes repurchases debt and issues 
equity so that  D / V   �  .3. The reduced borrowing causes  r   D   to fall to 11%. How do the 
other variables change?  

    21.  Omega Corporation has 10 million shares outstanding, now trading at $55 per share. 
The firm has estimated the expected rate of return to shareholders at about 12%. It 
has also issued long-term bonds at an interest rate of 7%. It pays tax at a marginal rate 
of 35%. 

     a.  What is Omega’s after-tax WACC?  

    b.  How much higher would WACC be if Omega used no debt at all? ( Hint:  For this 
problem you can assume that the firm’s overall beta [ �   A  ] is not affected by its capital 
structure or the taxes saved because debt interest is tax-deductible.)    

    22.  Gamma Airlines has an asset beta of 1.5. The risk-free interest rate is 6%, and the market 
risk premium is 8%. Assume the capital asset pricing model is correct. Gamma pays taxes 
at a marginal rate of 35%. Draw a graph plotting Gamma’s cost of equity and after-tax 
WACC as a function of its debt-to-equity ratio  D/E,  from no debt to  D / E   �  1.0. Assume 
that Gamma’s debt is risk-free up to  D / E   �  .25. Then the interest rate increases to 6.5% at 
 D / E   �  .5, 7% at  D / E   �  .8, and 8% at  D / E   �  1.0. As in Problem 21, you can assume that 
the firm’s overall beta ( �   A  ) is not affected by its capital structure or the taxes saved because 
debt interest is tax-deductible.    

  CHALLENGE 

     23.  Consider the following three tickets: ticket A pays $10 if  _______  is elected as president, 
ticket B pays $10 if  _______  is elected, and ticket C pays $10 if neither is elected. (Fill in the 
blanks yourself.) Could the three tickets sell for less than the present value of $10? Could 
they sell for more? Try auctioning off the tickets. What are the implications for MM’s 
proposition 1?  

    24.  People often convey the idea behind MM’s proposition 1 by various supermarket analo-
gies, for example, “The value of a pie should not depend on how it is sliced,” or, “The cost 
of a whole chicken should equal the cost of assembling one by buying two drumsticks, two 
wings, two breasts, and so on.” 
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 Actually proposition 1 doesn’t work in the supermarket. You’ll pay less for an uncut 
whole pie than for a pie assembled from pieces purchased separately. Supermarkets 
charge more for chickens after they are cut up. Why? What costs or imperfections 
cause proposition 1 to fail in the supermarket? Are these costs or imperfections likely 
to be important for corporations issuing securities on the U.S. or world capital markets? 
Explain.  

    25.  Suppose that new security designs could be patented.  9   The patent holder could restrict 
use of the new design or charge other firms royalties for using it. What effect would such 
patents have on MM’s capital-structure irrelevance theory?     

   9  So far security designs cannot be patented, but other financial applications have received patent protection. See J. Lerner, “Where 

Does State Street Lead? A First Look at Finance Patents,”  Journal of Finance  57 (April 2002), pp. 901–930.  


